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Since, in 1978, the first baby conceived by in vitro fertilization was born, further technological 

advances, like egg freezing, preimplantation diagnostics, and gene editing (CRISPR) have 

revolutionized the conditions for human fertility. This thematic issue focuses on how the social 

context, in particular social inequalities and social norms, shapes attitudes towards these 

technologies, their use, and their impact. We are interested in articles that explore how 

attitudes and public discourse on these technologies are shaped by prevailing gender norms 

and moral orientations in societies. Furthermore, the research presented in this issue should 

cover how such attitudes, but also the opportunities for the uptake and the actual use of these 

technologies, are shaped by social inequalities, not only along class and education, but also 

gender, sexual orientation, and ethnicity. 

 

We are open to studies from different methodological backgrounds, using, e.g., survey data, 

qualitative interviews, content/text analysis, and case studies. We particularly welcome studies 

that take a cross-country or longitudinal approach, focusing on the German-speaking countries 

(Austria, Germany, Switzerland). 

 

Timeline: Submission of Abstracts: 1-15 October 2024 

  Authors Workshop (online): January 2025 

Submission of Full Papers: 15-30 March 2025 

Publication of the Issue: December 2025 

 

Instructions for Authors: Authors interested in submitting a paper for this issue are asked 

to consult the journal's instructions for authors and submit their abstracts (maximum of 250 

words, with a tentative title) through the abstracts system (here). When submitting their 

abstracts, authors are also asked to confirm that they are aware that Social Inclusion is an open 

access journal with a publishing fee if the article is accepted for publication after peer-review 

(corresponding authors affiliated with our institutional members do not incur this fee). 

 

Open Access: Readers across the globe will be able to access, share, and download this issue 

entirely for free. Corresponding authors affiliated with any of our institutional members (over 

90 institutions worldwide) publish free of charge. Otherwise, an article processing fee will be 

charged to the authors to cover editorial costs. We defend that authors should not have to 

personally pay this fee and encourage them to check with their institutions if funds are 

available to cover open access publication costs. Further information about the journal's open 

access charges can be found here. 
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